
Non-Fiction 

Fly Guy Presents: Dinosaurs by Tedd Arnold 
Fly Guy and Buzz are ready for their next field trip! And in FLY GUY PRE-

SENTS: DINOSAURS they visit a natural history museum to learn all about di-

nosaurs. With straightforward text, humorous asides, and kid-friendly full-

bleed photographs throughout, young readers will learn lots of fun facts 

about these prehistoric creatures.  

 

Dinosaur Bones by Bob Barner 
With a lively rhyming text and vibrant paper collage illustrations, author-

artist Bob Barner shakes the dust off the dinosaur bones found in museums 

and reminds us that they once belonged to living, breathing creatures. Filled 

with fun dinosaur facts (a T. Rex skull can weigh up to 750 pounds!) and an 

informational Dinometer, Dinosaur Bones is sure to make young dinosaur 

enthusiasts roar with delight.  

 

Dinosaurs form Head to Tail by Stacey Roderick 
Dig into Dinosaurs from Head to Tail for colorful close-ups of weird and won-

drous prehistoric parts. Take a guess which dino they belong to and then 

turn the page for fun facts about each creature.  

 

Dinosaur’s Day by Ruth Thompson 
In this book, children follow a day in the life of a Triceratops, as he wanders 

away from his herd and has an encounter with a deadly Tyrannosaurus rex.  



Picture Books 

There’s a Dinosaur in My Bathtub by Cataline Echeverri 
Amelia has a dinosaur in her bathtub; a rather LARGE dinosaur. His name is 

Pierre, and he's from France. Amelia and Pierre have lots of fun adventures to-

gether, like travelling to the moon, eating giant ice creams and dancing upside-

down.  

 

My Little Golden Book About Dinosaurs by Golden Books 
This simple but informative book brings the fascinating world of dinosaurs to life 

for preschoolers. They'll enjoy poring over the bold, graphic illustrations as they 

learn all about the latest dinosaur discoveries, including research that shows that 

many dinosaurs were feathered and that birds are close relatives of dinosaurs.  

 

Danny and the Dinosaur by Syd Hoff 
Danny loves dinosaurs! When he sees one at the museum and says, "It would 

be nice to play with a dinosaur," a voice answers, "And I think it would be nice 

to play with you." So begins Danny and the Dinosaur's wonderful adventures 

together. For Danny and his prehistoric playmate, even the most everyday ac-

tivities become extraordinary, like finding a big-enough place to hide a dinosaur in a game of 

hide-and-seek. But Danny can teach an old dinosaur new tricks. It's the most fun this dinosaur 

has had in a hundred million years!  

 

Dino Soccer by Lisa Wheeler 
When veggie-nibbling Grazers and meat-munching Biters take to the soccer 

field, its a showdown of prehistoric proportions. Diplodocus shows an herbi-

vores soft touch and strikes first for the Grazers. But Gallimimus takes a pass 

from the twin Pterodactyls on the wings and finishes it off to even things up for 

the Biters. In the second half, Apatosaur scores the go-ahead goal for the veggie-side, but 

then a brawl results in red cards for both teams. Hungry to tie the game, Biter Allosaurus 

takes advantage. Now its 2-2, setting up the teeth-gnashing, claw-curling final minutes...  


